START TOWING THE EASY WAY!

TWIN for all wheeled Helicopters with a gross weight up to 60 t (132,270 lbs)

No strap – no winch – no crawling under the Helicopter for mounting a towbar. Just drive the mototok towards the nose gear and push a button on the remote control. That's it.

• Fully automatic engagement of the nose wheel in seconds
• Up to a week operating time before recharging
• Circumferential visibility due to remote control
• One device for all helicopters and aircraft with wheels
• Ready for operation on aircraft carriers

10+ Years of German Engineering and Quality.

HELIMO for all skidded Helicopters with a gross weight up to 6 t (13,227 lbs)

Also available:

Want to learn more? Visit www.mototok.com/military and watch the video.
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